Abstract-Several Text Categorization (TC) techniques and algorithms have been investigated in the limited research literature of Arabic TC. In this research, Logistic Regression (LR) is investigated in Arabic TC. To the best of our knowledge, LR was never used for Arabic TC before. Experiments are conducted on Aljazeera Arabic News (Alj-News) dataset. Arabic text-preprocessing takes place on this dataset to handle the special nature of Arabic text. Experimental results of this research prove that the LR classifier is a competitive Arabic TC algorithm to the state of the art ones in this field; it has recorded a precision of 96.5% on one category and above 90% for 3 categories out of the five categories of Alj-News dataset. Regarding the overall performance, LR has recorded a macroaverage precision of 87%, recall of 86.33% and Fmeasure of 86.5%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text Categorization (TC) is the process of automatic classification of unseen texts into a specific category, like Religion, Computer, Economics, Law, Sport, … etc. This classification can be either supervised or unsupervised. Supervised classification, which is more accurate and is adopted in this research, depends on training the classification system using a set of labeled text documents.
The amount of online text documents, which needs automatic retrieval, and thus classification, increases rapidly with the rapid growth of the internet usage all over the world in different areas which depend on document categorization, like information retrieval, online news, digital libraries, topical crawling, spam filtering and automatic machine response to e-mails.
Interest in Arabic TC has grown recently with the emergent desperate need for Arabic automatic TC systems in the last few years, which can be attributed to many reasons: Firstly, the Arabic content on the internet exceeds 3% of the whole internet content and comes in the eighth rank [1] ; this huge content needs to be searched, exchanged and retrieved as fast and accurate as possible. Secondly, the Arabic language is one of the seven official languages of the United Nations with more than 400 million Arabic native speakers. Thirdly, most of these Arabic native speakers cannot read English.
Many well-known English TC techniques or algorithms were investigated in Arabic TC and have proved to be efficient Arabic text classifiers; examples include the Naï ve Bayes algorithm (NB) [2] [3] [4] , Support Vector Machines (SVM) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [4, 10] , Decision Tree [7, 9, 11] besides others [4, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Logistic Regression (LR) is a well-known statistical algorithm which was used widely in information retrieval [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . LR was also investigated algorithm in English TC by some researchers [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Regarding Arabic TC, LR was never investigated before in Arabic TC. In this research, we investigate using LR for Arabic TC. Experiments are conducted on Aljazeera Arabic News (Alj-News) [37] dataset, which consists of 1500 Arabic News articles distributed evenly among five categories: Art, Economic, Politics, Science and Sport. Some text-preprocessing steps are applied on the dataset to handle the special nature of Arabic text, and Chi Square (CHI) is used for FS. Detailed Results of these experiments are presented in Section five.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The problem of Arabic TC is presented in Section two, Logistic Regression algorithm is explained in brief in Section three, the Dataset is presented in Section four, Experiments, Results and Analysis of these results are presented in Section five and finally Conclusions take place in Section six.
II. ARABIC TEXT CATEGORIZATION (TC)
Building a TC system usually starts with a preprocessing stage to prepare texts for automatic categorization, then follows the classifier training stage and finally testing the classifier and evaluating its performance using some formal evaluation criteria.
Arabic texts share some pre-processing steps with texts written in other languages, like stop words removal, stemming, feature weighting and selection. However, due to the special nature of the Arabic Language, additional special types of preprocessing are needed. Details of the data pre-processing stage applied in our research is presented in the next subsection.
A. Data Pre-processing
The Arabic language differs from the Latin-based alphabets in many aspects. Firstly, it is written from right to left. Secondly, one letter can have different shapes depending on its position in the word; for example, ‫,هـ(‬ ‫ـهـ‬ , ‫ه‬ ، ‫)ـه‬ are four different shapes for one letter: ‫'هـ'‬ at the beginning, ‫ـهـ'‬ ' in the middle of, and ‫'ه'‬ or ‫'ــه'‬ at the Data pre-processing is the first stage in building TC systems for all languages. It aims mainly to reduce the number of features used in building automatic classifiers, thus reducing requirements of memory and processing resources. Data-preprocessing aims also to enhance classification accuracy by removing noisy features from the dataset. Typical Arabic TC pre-processing steps include, but not limited to, the following: 1) Tokenization: which converts a text document from a stream of characters into a sequence of tokens (features or terms) by recognizing delimiters such as white spaces, punctuations, special characters, … etc. 2) Removal of the non-Arabic letters.
3) Removal of numbers, diacritics, special characters and punctuations. 4) Removal of stop words: these include pronouns, conjunctions, and prepositions. 5) Stemming: reducing an inflected or derived word to its stem. The stem needs not to be a valid morphological root of the word as far as related words map to the same stem. The main advantage of this pre-processing step is to reduce the number of terms in the corpus so as to reduce the computational and storage requirements of TC algorithms. With the case of the highly derivative Arabic language, in which a large number of words can be formed using one stem, stemming is a valuable tool in reducing complexity of automatic TC. 6) Some optional pre-processing steps include removal of words with one-character length after stemming and words which occur infrequently in the corpus.
III. LOGISTIC REGRESSION (LR) ALGORITHM
Logistic Regression (LR) is a well-known statistical algorithm which has the advantage of yielding a probability model that can be useful in many applications. LR was used widely in information retrieval. It has been studied in the field of machine learning [38] [39] [40] , including English TC. Some studies have shown that the LR model is able to achieve similar English TC performance as SVMs [39, 41] . To the best of our knowledge, LR was never investigated before in Arabic TC.
Logistic Regression (LR) is a discriminative model that can be used for probabilistic categorization. It outputs the posterior probabilities for test examples that can be conveniently engaged in other systems. If our ultimate goal is classification, then given a test example x, LR can directly estimate the conditional probability of assigning a class label y to the example by [40] :
where α is the model parameter. Logistic regression can be easily generalized to multiple classes by treating multi-class classification as several binary classification problems. The decision of whether to assign the class can be based on comparing the probability estimate with a threshold or, more generally, by computing which decision gives optimal expected effectiveness [42, 43] .
For a logistic regression model to make accurate predictions for future inputs, we must avoid overfitting the training data. In this research, the Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) nonlinear optimization algorithm is used as a fitting procedure [41, 44] . This technique uses the Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve the LR score equations [44] .
IV. THE DATASET Different Arabic Datasets were used in the research field of Arabic TC, as no benchmark Arabic dataset exists. Aljazeera News Arabic Dataset (Alj-News), available at [37] , is used in this research. Alj-News dataset is gathered from Al-Jazeera Arabic News Website. The dataset consists of 1500 Arabic news documents distributed evenly among five classes: Art, Economic, Politics, Science and Sport. Each class has 300 documents (240 for training and 60 for testing). This dataset was used in several researches in the literature of Arabic TC [9, 16, 45, 46] . The data pre-processing, applied on Alj-News dataset in this research, is explained in detail in Section II.A. In this research, the stemming algorithm of Khoja [47] is adopted. It is a well-known Arabic Stemmer which removes the longest suffix and the longest prefix. It then matches the remaining word with verbal and noun patterns to extract the root. The stemmer makes use of several linguistic data files such as a list of all diacritic characters, punctuation characters, definite articles, and stop words. The stop word list adopted by [47] is extended in this research to include 478 stop words rather than the list of just 168 stop words adopted by them.
Khoja stemmer has been developed in both C++ and Java and is available at [48] . The authors in [49] evaluated Arabic language morphological analyzers and stemmers and reported that Khoja stemmer achieved the highest accuracy in their experiments. The stemmer has also been used as part of an information retrieval system developed at the University of Massachusetts for the TREC-10 cross-lingual track in 2001. The authors in [50] reported that although the stemmer produced many mistakes, it improved the performance of their system immensely.
The steps of Khoja stemming algorithm [47] can be summarized as follows:
1) Format the word by removing any punctuation, diacritics and non-letter characters. 2) Ignore stop words. Alj-News dataset ended up with the number of terms shown in Table 2 after applying all the text preprocessing steps. 
A. Feature Selection (FS)
Feature Selection (FS) is widely used in TC, as most classifiers cannot afford to work with the huge number of features (terms) in the corpus. Add to this, the effect of using all terms in building a classifier on the classifier accuracy was always a great debate; many researchers believe that using all corpus terms adds both noise and processing requirements to the classifiers, while some researchers found FS to be harmful to categorization [51] [52] [53] [54] .
Using FS, the discriminating power of each term is computed, and only the top-scoring ones are used to build the classifier. Several FS methods are used in the literature of Arabic TC research, like Cross Validation [3] , Chi Square (CHI) [5, 6, 16, [55] [56] [57] [58] , Information Gain(IG) [7, 45, 55] , Document Frequency (DF) [45, 55] , Mutual Information (MI) [45] , Correlation Coefficient (CC) [45] , Binary Particle Swarm Optimization-K-NearestNeighbor (BPSO-KNN) [9] , Semi-Automatic Categorization Method (SACM) and Automatic Categorization Method (ACM) [59] . On the other hand, [60] selected features randomly and [15] didn't apply FS at all.
Chi Square (CHI) is used in the experiments of this research as a FS metric for selecting the most discriminating features in the dataset. CHI has proved to record high accuracy in classifying both English [7, 6, 16, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] and Arabic [5, 6, 16, [55] [56] [57] [58] texts. The CHI FS metric measures the lack of independence between a term and a class. It was originally used in the statistical analysis of independent events. Its application as a FS metric for TC purposes goes through the following steps: 1) For each term in each class in the training set, compute the CHI score to measure the correlation between the term and its containing class. CHI is computed for each term t in each class ci as follows [67] :
where: N is the total number of training documents in the dataset, A is the number of documents belonging to class ci and containing t, B is the number of documents belonging to class ci but not containing t, C is the number of documents not belonging to class ci but containing t and D is the number of documents neither belonging to class ci nor containing t. 2) Combine the class-term CHI measures for terms that appear in more than one class in one score using the maximum or average score. After deciding on the terms to be selected for building the classifier, the terms will be represented in the categorization system using one of the various presentations or weights used in the literature of TC. [68] . In this research, Normalized frequency is used to as a weighting scheme for term representation in the Vector Space Model.
B. Feature Reduction
A class-based local policy is applied, in this research, for selecting the best terms for building all the classifiers by selecting 1% of the topmost terms from each of the five classes. This policy has proved to achieve the best categorization performance compared to other reduction policies, like choosing the topmost corpus terms, or an equal number of terms from each class, as it gives each class a representative share in the final set of terms used to build the classifier [16, [61] [62] [63] [64] 69] . The number of terms selected from each class and the total number of terms, after applying CHI and Feature Reduction, then removing duplicates is summarized in Table 3 . 
C. Performance Evaluation Measures
All classifiers are evaluated by computing their precision, recall and F1-measure. These three measures are known to be reliable evaluation measures of the classifier effectiveness and have been used widely in evaluating Arabic TC systems [4, 7-9, 14-16, 60 , 68, 70, 71] . Precision is defined as the proportion of test files classified into a class that really belong to that class, while Recall is the proportion of test files belonging to a class and are claimed by the classifier as belonging to that class. Precision of a class ci, denoted by (Pi), is computed as [72] :
and Recall of a class ci, denoted by (Ri),is computed as [72] :
where TPi, FPi and FNi refer to Truly Positive, Falsely Positive and Falsely Negative claims of the classifier respectively.
The F1 measure, introduced by [73] , is the harmonic average of both precision and recall. High F1 means high overall performance of the system. F1 is computed as follows [72] :
After computing individual performance results for each class, results of all classes are microaveraged and macroaveraged to give an idea of the categorization performance on the dataset as a whole.
D. Results
Results of classifying Alj-News dataset using Logistic Regression are summarized in Table 4 . The best recorded performance was on "Sports" class with precision of 96.49, recall of 91.67 and F1-measure of 94.0171. The next best performance was on the "Science" class with precision of 93.1034, recall of 90.00 and F1-measure of 91.525. "Art" was classified with a precision of 90.74 and an F1-masure of 85.96. Economic comes the fourth with an F1-measure of 81.967 and finally comes the "Politics" class with an F1-measure of 79.07. Nevertheless, "Politics" was the third performer using Recall as it recorded 85%. Comparisons of the performance of Logistic Regression on Alj-News dataset with other algorithms experimented on classifying the same dataset takes place in the following paragraph.
Ref. [9] proposed BPSO (Binary Particle Swarm Optimization)-KNN as a FS method for Arabic TC. They experimented three different classifiers on exactly the same dataset (Alj-News), with the same training and testing split, used in our research. These algorithms are: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naï ve Bayes (NB) and Decision Trees (J48). They ended up with 5329 features after applying a set of pre-processing steps on the corpus. These preprocessing steps include removing hyphens, punctuation marks, numbers, digits, non-Arabic letters and diacritics. Then stop words and rare words (words that occur less than five times in the dataset) were removed. From these terms, they selected 2967 features to build the three classifiers. Results reached in their experiments on Alj-News are summarized in Tables 5 to  7 Although [9] have worked on the same dataset, we used in this research, with exactly the same training and testing split, differences in the number of features used for building classifiers, FS and weighting methods adopted, as well as in the text pre-processing steps applied on the dataset documents make direct Ref. [5] tested CHI FS in Arabic TC using an in-house collected corpus from online Arabic newspaper archives, including Al-Jazeera, Al-Nahar, Al-Hayat, Al-Ahram, and Al-Dostor as well as a few other specialized websites. The collected corpus consists of 1445 documents. These documents fall into nine classification categories that vary in the number of documents. Data preprocessing was applied by removing digits, punctuation marks, nonArabic letters, stop words and infrequent terms which occur less than 4 times in the training part of the corpus. In addition, Light Stemming was applied. His best results, which were achieved when extracting the top 162 terms for each classification class, are presented in Table 9 for the common classes between his and our research works. The overall performance of the three algorithms used in his research is summarized in Table 10 . It is apparent from these indirect comparisons that LR is a competitive Arabic TC algorithm using much less number of features (only 135 features compared to hundreds of thousands of features in other researches).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, Logistic Regression (LR) is investigated in Arabic Text Categorization (TC) for the first time in the literature of Arabic TC. Experiments are conducted on the widely-used Arabic Text Categorization Dataset (Alj-News). Chi Square is used for feature selection and a local policy is used to select a reduced feature set for building the LR classifier (only 1% of each class features). Using this very small feature set, LR has recorded very accurate classification performance (precision of 96.49, recall of 91.67 and F1-measure of 94.0171). In fact, these results conclude that LR is a promising competitive Arabic TC algorithm to the stateof-the-art ones in this field. It can be used for classifying larger datasets successfully as long as good Feature Selection and Reduction criteria are applied on the dataset. Our intended near future work is to compare LR directly to the state-of-the-art algorithms in this field using the same classification settings on larger datasets.
